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V I E W S  O F  T H E  U N I V E R S E  

Man has been led to various views of the universe at 

various times in his history. Here's how he sees it today. 

by H. P. ROBERTSON 

PEHHAPS the ( i ratect  and tire moit  u~ i iv t r sa l  of a l l  
the problems which have intrigued the- mind of 

man a re  those ~ h i c h  deal \\it11 hi? owii place in  the 
rtOrld in \%hit-h he lives. But before he can even forniu- 
late then! prol~lcins. before lie can set hirnself out as  
ronxtliing apart  f rom the rest of the world and  inquire 
about his relatioris to it, he mu;t construct ronie picture 
or model o r  theory of {he uiiivi-T::: as  a vvhole. He p nu st. 

I the learned jtirgon i\hich he lias imented to help keel.) 
his thoughts in ordvr. develop ;I { ; i ) ~ i i t o l ~ .  

He nia) wisli. lio\sever. at tinieir to go \>t!jotiii a mere 
dt~;-crijitioii of his- iiiii\errc and apt!culatv o Ã  its- inner 
nature, o r  its pur j~ose ,  o r  iti- origins; that is, again in  
the learned jargon. he may supplement hi? Cosmology 
bMih an Ontology, or  a Teleology: or a i:o.sr~togony. 

The \ie\ta of the unkerse  to which man ha> l)et>ii led 
at various tirnes in his histor) h a \ e  i ~ i ~ a r i a b l y  reflected 
the en\ironment in tthich he  belonged. Thus. one finds 
among the ancient peoples of India a p r i m i t h e  coa- 
rnofogy built out of ohjccts a i d  concepts common to 
their e \eryda? experience; the Earth was pictured a? a 
huge tiat tea tray. su j~pur ted  un tllf back.. of ihret! r i t -  
phants. ~ h o .  in turn, :tooti on tht: -lie11 of an eiiorninua 
tortoi-r. Their co>niogioii).. on tlie oilier hand. : ~ ( ~ i i i o  not 

to h a i e  developed to (lie point of inyuiringaabuul the 
origi.11 of tlie tortoise! 

Again, the ancient Greeks; influenced by the Arir- 
totelian d o p a  of ihe perfectiuti of circle: and >j~licres, 
considered the Earth ds  a solid sphere surrounded Ly 
the Moon. the S u n ,  a d  the planets. trawl in^ iri orbits 
built out of perfect circles. The  whole sjstcni was con- 
tained inside' a heavenly sphere. upon which the stars 
were fixed, and which rotated dail) iiLout its- center 
i\ ithin the Earth. 

Our modern liett.. 1-11 the universt! a re  iio Iu5s a pro- 
duct of the age in which we find ourselves. ail age which 
har  seen the de\eIoj)iiient of science into a creed which 
permeates our  ever) waj  of life. A n d  because 1 intend 
to emphasize those aspects which fall  within the sphere 
of science. my accuunt will deal with those more philo- 
zophiral aspects of inner nature 1)r piirpose or  origins 
mentioned in my opening remarks. 

I shall. in short. deal u i th  those tiews of tlie universe 
to \\hi& we h a \ e  attained hy the scientific method of 
alternating ub?eivations and hypotheses-by peering into 
the heavens \\ ith the aid of thore technological devices. 
tic11 as the telescope and the spectroscope. which in- 
creasiiig t~r~(icrttaiiding of the law: of nature has- enabled 
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us to build. and hy orderina; what n e  there see in ac- 
cordance with those l a w  which have pioven -ucw--;fu! 
in ordering our  more limited earthly experience. 

The  object'- ui th  d i i c h  I shall deal start with the 
Earth and its imniediate companions in the Solar  System. 
From them I go rapidly to the stars which make u p  our 
o u n  VIilky Wa! uptern. of which the Sun  i n  but a n  
uridistingui~hed member arnong the hundreds of thou- 
sands of millions of star's in the galaxy. And finally. I 
want to take you-in the mind's eye only-out across 
the enormous reaches of spare to tho-c other inland mi- 
verses. the p e a t  nebulae. many of which a re  similar 
in -i7e and  structure to our  own. separated from each 
other by distance" so great that light. which takes only 
eip;ht minutes to travel f rom the Sun to  us. takes millions 
of !ears to pass from one nebula to another. 

Throughout the most of tinman history the Earth. that 
w m i n g l y  solid platform to which we a r e  as vet confined. 
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F i s i b l ~  to the naked ("ye 
as a dim. hazy spot in 
the .word of Orion. t h e  
Great Nebula Mrssier 
$2 i\ more than 1.000 
lishf y(wr.5 away from us. 
l t  in>ighs 1.000 times as 
much as the sun. and ron- 

aivtf of guy and dust il- 
luminated hv rerv hot 
star?. 

was regarded a s  the center of the iinherse. The Coper- 
nican revolution in astronomical thought. barel l  four  
hundred years ago. first effectively replaced the Farth 
h\  the more stable Sun as  the pivotal point about which 
all  el*? moved. This  change of vit~w *as in itself no t  
nearly as  significant a s  its conneqliencen. fo r  within the 
following century it lcd. through the obnervation and 
theories of Tycho Brahe. of Kepler and of Galileo. to 
the crowning achieiemerit of the new dawn of science, 
the mechanics and the theoiy of gravitation of the in- 
comparable S i r  Iqaac Newton. Here. fo r  the firqt time. 
men saw in the uniformities of the heavenly motions 
the workings of the simple laws of nature. which govern- 
ed the motions of the planets in their orbits as sureh  
and as  impartially as  thev did the fall  of little green 
apples from the tree. , 

But with this extension of physical law from the 
terrestrial to the celestial realm. the Sun. as  well as the 
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Earth. was destined to lose its claim to occupying the distance has, within the past two years. been upped from 
central position in the universe. Already in the seven- 
teenth century there were those. like Thomas Digges and 
Giordano Bruno, who envisioned an infinite universe 
more or less uniformly populated by stars. stars which 
might even be accompanied by lesser bodies like the 
Earth and the other planets, which loomed so important- 
ly in the earlier cosmologies. 

A limited system 

But this too simple picture was. in turn. destined to 
give way before the advancing front of observation. 
made possible by the development of the telescope from 
the pun) tubes of Galileo to the mighty reflectors now 
studded over the face of the Larth. What these revealed 
to us was that while the Sun was indeed but a member 
of that system of star- which made up the Milky Way. 
this. system was itself a strictly limited one-although 
one coiisisting of hundreds of trillions of stars. and ao 
vast]) extended that light would take a hundred thou- 
sand !ears to cross from one edge of it to the other. 

This myriad of stars was found to be arranged like a 
great lens. with the Sun near the central pane but about 
half-way from the center to one side. From our vantage 
point on the Earth the stars then seem to be spread out 
like a great veil wound around the sky. And as we study 
it. guided again by Newton's laws. we see in the galaxy 
a universe of stars rotating slowly ahout its center. but 
so vast in extension that the "Cosmic Year" required for 
one revolution of the &)stem is a hundred million times 
that year in which the Earth resolves about the Sun. 

Is this. then. the universe? If 50. we can placv it? 
center at that point. some tens of thousand5 of light- 
years; from us in the direction of the constellation Sagit- 
tarius. about which the galaxy rotates. (And here. in 
measuring the vast distances with which we are forced 
to deal. I have used the astronomers;' most expressive 
unit of distance. the light-year-that is, the distance 
light travels in one of our terrestrial years.) 

The most striking feature of this galaxy of ours is its 
myriad of stars. which modern observations allow us to 
infer is moving in a stately procession about its center. 
But the telescope reveals that among these stars are other 
types of objects-compact clusterfc of stars. bright 
patches of luminous matter. and dark patches of matte1 
dimming or even obscuring the light from stars lying 
behir~d them. 

Among the-e other objects are little fuzz) blobfc of 
luminous matter called nebulae--or, more precisel!. 
exira-galactic nebulae. for the improvement in our oh- 
wrsing ini-truinents and methods within the century ha-> 
enabled us to identify these tiny dim patches as. them- 

mat- >ekes gieat coHertions of stars and other luminou.. 
ter, comparable in every way with our own galaxy, but 
lying far  without its borders. The most conspicuous. and 
one of the very nearest of these. is the Great hebula in 
the coni-tcllation Andromeda. which we now place at a 
distance of well m e r  a million light-years from us. This 

the previously held figure of seven hundred thousand 
light-years to nearly twice that, largely through the re- 
marches of W-alter Raade of the Mount Wilson and 
Palomar Observatories. 

I will refrain from going into the intricate processes 
b j  which the astronomer a l i g n s  these distances-the 
extension of our terrestrial distance scale to the Moon 
and Sun. thence to the nearer stars. and then by succes- 
sive steps to Andromeda and the other nebulae. It is 
enough here to indicate that the first two steps are a 
juite straightformaid application of geometry to celes- 
tial mechanics. and that the guiding principle of the later 
steps is that given two objects known (01 suspected) to 
be of the same intrinsic brightness, that one which ii- 
further away will appear to us less bright than the other 
by a factor which varies inversely with the square of 
its distance from us. 

To  return to the world of nebulae. it is estimated from 
the numbei which show up on plates taken with the 
great telescopes. that there are. within the range of the 
200-inch Mount Palomar reflector. almost a million 
million nebulae. and that these nebulae are more or less 
uniformly distributed throughout a sphere whose radius 
is two billion light-years. 

The typical nebula of this great collection contains as 
much luminous matter as ten thoiisand million of our 
S u n s ~ a n d  could harbor. in addition, as much or more 
dark matter in the form of gas. dust. or dead stars. The 
uniformity of their distribution in apace is, however, at 
most a statistical one. as the nebulae are often found 
to aggregate in groups containing from a few to clusters 
of hundreds of members. loosely bound together by their 
mutual gravitational attraction. 

This. then. is the astronomical unkerse as we now 
conceive it to be. a grand aggregation of billions of 
nebulae. separated from each other. on the average, by 
millions of light-years. And since these nebulae are scat- 
tered pretty much at random throughout the whole of 
the visible universe. man's search for a true center has 
come lo naught-every part of this vast domain is much 
the same as any other. and so there is no privileged 
position on behalf of which such a claim could be made. 

Some observed facts 

Let us therefore give up the search for such a center, 
and go on to describe certain of the gross properties of 
the uiliverhe of nebulae as now observed. We shall then 
tr) to "explain" these observed facts by ordering them 
in terms of physical laws extrapolated from our more 
limited terrestrial or galactic experience. And if. as ap- 
pears likely to man) competent men of science. this at- 
leinut proves too great a strain on the laws- as heretofore 
formulated, we can inquire what modifications or new 
points of view can he called upon to bring order into 
our extended cosmos. 

Perhap? the n~oat striking feature of the extra-galactic 
nebulae. as we \iew them from our position within our 
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own galaxy. is that they all (with minor exceptions) 
appear to be fleeing away from us. and that the further 
away they are. the faster they are going. I say "appear" 
to be fleeing. for we have already here a good instance 
of the process of extending our ways of thinking from 
the known to the novel. 

We do know. from terrestrial experiments. that 
light from a bright source can be broken up by a spec- 
troscope into component wavelets of certain character- 

% same source istic frequencies or wave-lengths. When thi- 
is receding from us these characteristic wave-lengths are 
increased by a factor which depends sharply on the 
velocity of the source relative to us-that is. they are 
shifted to the red end of the spectrum. This is compar- 
able to the Doppler effect of sound. where the pitch of 
the whistle on a receding locomotive is lowered by the 
motion. 

Now, when light from a star or a nebula is observed 
through the spectroscope. bright lines appear which, be- 
cause of their relative positions and intensities. are 
identified as characteristic of certain of the chemical 
elements whch can be isolated here on Earth, and which 
are therefore assumed to exist in the heavenly body 
under examination. 

An expanding universe 

But in the case of the nebular light these bright lines 
are observed to be shifted toward the red end of the 
spectrum. and the inference is quite reasonably made 
that this shift is caused by the motion of the source away 
from us, as in the familiar Doppler effect just described. 
The extrapolation is the basis for the assertion that the 
nebulae are fleeing our galaxy, and that the further away 
they are-that is. the dimmer they appear-the greater 
is their velocity of recession. Roughly. the velocities thus 
inferred increase in proportion to the distance of the 
nebula from us. 

Observations with the great reflectors by Hubble and 
Humason. to whom much of the work on the velocity- 
distance relationship is due. yield Doppler shifts which 
are interpreted as due to velocities up to almost one- 
fifth the velocity of light. 4t the top end of the scale, 
then. we find objects whose velocitie~ are well over 30 
thousand miles a second. at distances approaching 700 
million light-year"! But nebulae can still be seen when 
their light is too weak to be spread out effectively into 
its component wavelets in a spectroscope: coiild we 
measure the Doppler effect in nebulae at the limit of 
our prespnf capabilities of observation. and if its rate 
of increase held up at these greater distances. we should 
expect to find nebulae receding from us at half the vel- 
ocity of lightÃ‘mor than 90 thousand miles a second! 

It is time now lo turn from an inductive amassing of 
observations. arid to set up a simplified model of the 
universe which will exhibit the same salient features 
as those observed in the actual universe. The primary 
purpose of Â¥thi exercise is to replace the practically 
unsolvable problem of predicting the motions of the 
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actual nebulae in the actual universe with a more tract- 
able problem. the solution of which may indicate the 
kind of behavior to be expected in the actual universe. 

In so doing we are guided by an assumption, called 
by some the Cosmological Principle. that the model is 
spatially uniform-that is. that the ideal nebulae are 
distributed uniformly ihroughout space in such a way 
that the world-view obtained by an observer on one of 
them will not depend either on his position in space or 
on the direction in which he is looking. The inferred 
motion of the nebulae away from us is reflected in the 
model by assigning to each ideal nebula that velocity 
which corresponds to its distance away from us. in ac- 
cordance with the smoothed-out velocity-distance rela- 
lionship described a short time ago. 

The future and  the past 

A little reflection-aided perhaps by pencil and 
paper-will convince you that this assignment of vel- 
ocities in no way singles us out as a unique center of 
this Expanding Universe; an observer on any other 
nebula would find that all the nebulae, including ours, 
appear to be receding radially from him in accordance 
with exactly the same velocity-distance relationship as 
applies to our own observations. The Cosmological 
Principle is thus valid for observations of motions. as 
well as of the positions. of nebulae in this model Ex- 
panding Universe. 

How. then. will this expanding model behave-what 
is its future. and what its past? If we ignore for the 
moment interactions between the nebulae. we would 
predict that each pair will continue to move apart at the 
same rate as at present. and that they have been so 
moving ever since the beginning of time. This would 
imply that about three and one-half billion years ago 
all of the nebulae must have been hunched together 
within a quite small region of space. and suggests that 
they are now flying apart with the velocities acquired in 
some great primeval explosion. 

And here we run into our first hint of possible trouble 
with the model, for the geologists tell us that the Earth 
itself must be some three or four billion year" old. This 
near coincidrnce is by no means fatal to the model, for 
it may well be that the Earth itself is Come minor by- 
product of the initial cataclysm. Nevertheless. the time 
scale "uggested by this first view is uncornfortahly short. 
and alerts us to the danger of winding up with a model 
universe whew age i~ less than that of one of its minor 
inhabitant". the Earth! 

The detailed investigation of the behavior of  the 
rnodel must he based on sornr theorv of the interaction 
of matter in the large. The theorv which is in hect accord 
with our previous experience is Einstein's Gpneral 
Theory of Relativity, whose field equation'- are designed 
to account for the gravitational attraction between mas- 
w e  bodies. But these equation" further imply that the 
geometrical properties of space depend upon its physical 
content-and I have '-0 far  tacitl? a~snmed that the space 
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i n  which the nebulae are imbedded is the flat, infinitely 
extended theatre of events with which we are all familiar 
from our early study of Euclidean geometry. 

This opens up a new range of possibilities for our 
model, for although the uniformity of distribution of the 
ideal nebulae will induce a corresponding uniformity of 
the space, this space need by no means' be the fiat Euclid- 
ean one. It could indeed be a closed space. the three- 
dimensional analogue of an ordinary spherical ~ur jacc .  
whose total volume is finite, and whose straight lines 
return into themselves as in the case of great circles on 
the surface of a sphere. In this case. we would truly have 
d finite. hut unboundt~d universe. contaiiiing but a finite 
number of nebulae. 

In contrast with the flat E;uclidean space, such a space 
is said to have a positive curvature, which can be ex- 
pressed in terms of a so-called radius of curvature, a 
significant distance analagous to the radius of the sphere 
in the two-dimensional example. Here the motion of the 
nehulae is reflected in the fact that the radius of curva- 
ture would vary in time in just the same ratio as the 
distance between any two of the nebulae-and a com- 
plete knowledge of the velocity-distance relationship 
would enable us to deduce the dependence of the radius 
on time. Still a third possibility is open to us-the uni- 
verse could be an infinitely extended space of negative 
curvature. one which is harder to visualize. but which 
is again characterized b y  a radiu5 of curvature whose 
change in time is proportional to the motion of the 
nebulae. 

Relativistic Cosmology 

Relativistic Cosmology, the study of the behavior of 
our model uniterse under Einstein's gravitational field 
equations. traces the mutual relationships between den- 
sity and motion of nebulae on the one hand. and the 
curvature of space on the other. Lnfortunately. the oh- 
servations presently available to us do not suffice to 
single out one of the possible solutions ah uniquely rep- 
resenting our actual unherse. Some possibilities can be 
thrown out ab leading to too short a time since the initial 
explosion, but among those which lemain are several 
which quite adequately reflect \+hat we now know foi 
certain concerning the nebulae. 

We can confidently look forward to futuie ohserva- 
tion? yielding the data required to narrow down our 
c h o i c e o r  perchance to show that none of the relati- 
vistic modeL is adequate to portray reality. It doe? ap- 
pear. however. that accordingto this line of  though^ we 
may expect the universe to continue. and even to accel- 
erate. its> expansion. The distant nebulae \MI1 then 
eventually escape from our causal universe (i.e.. that 
part of the univers-c that has any  effect on 1131. and we 
!-hall be left with only a few nearby companion-.. with 
whom we are caught in our mutual gravitational at- 
traction. 

The ghost? of our erstwhile Universe of hehulae may 
still be present in the form of a dim infra-red light. 
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drained by the Doppler effect clear out of the visible 
spectrum, but quite probably undetectable by any who 
may remain to see. But long .before this tlie Sun will have 
burned up its atomic fuel, and the Torch of Learning 
will perhaps have been passed to. or kindled anew by, 
life on another Earth revolving about another Sun. 

Is there. then, no Psfdp! from these grim conclusions? 
We have been led to them by an insistence on extending 
our knowledge of the near and familiar to the distant 
and novel. And even here we have allowed an untested 
element to creep into the prows;.. For anlong the terms 
contained in the relativistic field of equations is one which 
implies a force tending to drive the nebulae apart, a term 
introduced by Ein-itein in 1918 in his initial attack on 
the cosmological problenl-a term which has no observ- 
able consequences for nearby objects. and which has 
since bt'rii repudiated by its author. We surely cannot. 
in good conscience. leave the subject without probing 
some of the various alternativt~s which have been pro- 
posed-even though. as in the case of the cosn~ological 
term. there is no more immediate evidence of their 
validity. 

Avenues of escape 

The first avenue of escape which appears to one ih 
that possibly the reddening of light from the nebulae 
is due to some unknown small influence on it duiing its 
tremendous journey to us. rather than to a Doppler effect 
caused b j  a motion of the source. Then. the nebulae may 
remain indefinitely where they are. and the degradation 
of the universe is one of frittering away of light rather 
than of loss of matter through escape. Such is indeed a , 
possible out. but good scientific methodology demands 
that before we accept it some better p i c t u r e a n d  pre- 
feiablj ~ o i w  more direct confirmation- of the process 
be advanced. 

Yet another. and even more revolutionary, possibility 
is that somewhere in the universe matter is being 
created out of nothing to replace that lost in the vanish- 
ing nebulae. Such proposals have been made. by Hoyle 
and liy Bondi and Gold in England. and by Jordan in 
Germany. The) differ among theniselves in method and 
in detail, but all would have the effect of creating new 
nebular matter-whether by the gradual accretion of 
newly created gaseous matter. or by the sudden and spec- 
tacular flaring up of super-novae. thore fantastic "new 
stars" which are observed to occur ever) century or so 
in the nearer nebulae. Such piopo'a1-i would compel us 
lo give up one of our most ~er~aciously held general prin- 
ciples. that of the con-er\ation of matter and energy. 

These are hut two of the more proniising alternatives 
lo the picture painted h j  Relathisti(% Cosmology. Which 
of these views of the universe. if any. will prevail is a 
question for the future to decide. Ofthis we can. however. 
be bure-the advancing front of science will always root 
out more questions than it can anslver at the time. and 
the problem of the Universe of the Nebulae will be no 
exception to this fundamentally healthy state of affairs. 


